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SYSLITE DUO WORK LIGHT IN SYSTAINER 576407 BY FESTOOL

A new generation of light: Illuminates extensively, instead of

selectively. With a unique LED configuration for 180 °

scattering angle. For homogeneous illumination with colour

that replicates daylight. Can be used with stable tripod

extended up to a height of 2.00 m. Extremely sturdy and

durable with 10,000-hour lifetime (L70), shock-proof corners

and safely stored in a SYSTAINER. One-hand grip, suspension

means and cord holder. The new SYSLITE DUO. The light for

your tool. A new generation of light: Illuminates extensively,

instead of selectively. With a unique LED configuration for

180 ° scattering angle. For homogeneous illumination with

colour that replicates daylight. Can be used with stable tripod

extended up to a height of 2.00 m. Extremely sturdy and

durable with 10,000-hour lifetime (L70), shock-proof corners

and safely stored in a SYSTAINER. One-hand grip, suspension

means and cord holder. The new SYSLITE DUO. The light for

your tool. Includes:

SYSLITE DUO Work Light

Features:

Safe handling: All contact surfaces heat up to 90 °C

maximum

Practical: 4.8 m cable length for a large operating range,

neatly stowed away in the cord holder

Flexible application range: Stands alone on the floor or on flat

surfaces, attaches to the Festool tripod or hangs on hooks

using the suspension on the rear side of the SYSLITE DUO

Safe to carry using the sturdy one-hand grip

Perfect in combination with the ST DUO 200 tripod, which is

extendible up to 2.00 m â€“ for the ideal position of light and

illumination of space

Quick to assemble, extremely sturdy and very stable

Extensive illumination of entire rooms with light quality that

replicates daylight

SKU Option Part # Price

5014643 576407 $645

Model

Type Work Light

SKU 5014643

Part Number 576407

Barcode 4014549355695

Brand Festool

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 3.4 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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Thanks to the unique arrangement of LEDs for a 180 º light

dispersion angle and high luminosity (8000lm)

4.8m cable length for a large operating range, neatly stowed

away in the cord holder

The SYSLITE DUO is perfectly protected in the SYSTAINER

during transport

With the ST DUO 200 stand, extendable to 2m for ideal light

positioning and room illumination. Quick to set up, extremely

robust and stable

Specifications:

Lamp: 80 x 1.4W

Thread Size for Stand: 1/4"

Power Lead Length: 4.9m

Power Lead Type: Fixed Lead

Power Source: Corded

Lumens: 8000lm

Colour Temperature: 5000K

Lighting Type: Light Emmitting Diode (LED)

LED Service Life: 10000 Hours

Weight: 3.4kg

Festool SYS3 M 237 (204843) Systainer ³ SYS 3

Medium Storage Box The new Systainer ³ generation

enables you to be more mobile than ever before. Festool,

TANOS and bott have collaboratively developed a mobility

system that brings the workshop and the construction site

closer together. It is perfectly integrated into Bott vario3

vehicle equipment, allowing you to safely deploy the familiar

arrangement and simple handling that you are used to from

the Systainer system in your vehicle as well. Features:

Can be connected to one another and to different

generations

Compatible with transport systems and mobile dust

extractors

Enable organisation, an overview and professional

appearance

Specifications:

Load capacity: 20kg

Volume: 21.4L

Dimensions (L x W x H):

External: 396mm x 296mm x 237mm

Internal: 389mm x 275mm x 196mm

Weight: 1.9kg
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